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“The Government
argues that the habeas
writ does not extend to
persons imprisoned
outside of the United
States. This claim is
also erroneous.”
—Cato Institute brief,
Odah vs. United States
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of Florida As- adventure around 1:30
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Friday afternoon, arriv- number of
(HFA) 2008
ing in Sarasota at 5:30. officers,
Conference was held
What should have been members, and friends of
last month, May 9-11, in a hot, cumbersome, four the HFA, including one
Sarasota, Florida. I
of our greatest
attended the confer- An intellectual
friends and longence with our Treas- apartheid has contime FCFS member
urer Mark Renwick
and supporter, Denfined
evolutionary
and our Vice Presinis Deshaies. The
dent Carrie Renwick. theory to biology and
opportunity to conThe event was fanverse with great
a few related human
tastic—it exceeded
minds was there—
subjects for most of
my expectations by
and we took full adorders of magnitude, the 20th century.
vantage—picking
in more ways than I
the brains of some
could have imagined.
hour drive turned out to immensely great thinkThe conference was cobe anything, but beers.
sponsored by the Concause of the great conOn Saturday morngregation for Humanis- versation.
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tic Judaism, the HuWe checked into the President of the HFA,
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hotel and headed for the welcomed all of the conBay, and the Gulf Coast registration area first,
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(Continued on page 3)
followed by a congenial

Earl Coggins

T

June 2008 Meeting
Ken Hurley, Interim Director, ACLU of Florida, Northeast Regional Office

“The Process is Due: Gitmo and America’s Constitutional Values”
Monday, June 16, 2008, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
(Upstairs in the Sanctuary ● Doors open at 6:00)
Unitarian Universalist Church ● 7405 Arlington Expressway ● Jacksonville, FL
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HUMANIST BOOK DISCUSSION GROUP
When:

2:00 p.m., the third Sunday of each month.

Where:

Borders Books, 8801 Southside Blvd., 519-6500, books are usually in stock.

What:

Books/magazines planned for discussion:

•

June 15, 2008 - The Future of Life, by Edward O. Wilson

•

July 20, 2008 - Book of your choice

For more information, contact moderator Jewell Kross at JKross@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org or
call 904-996-1553. (NOTE: If you purchase books from Amazon, please go to our website FIRST and
then click the link to Amazon.com. firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org Thank you!)

First Coast
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The First Coast FreeThinker is published for
members of the First Coast Freethought Society,
other freethinkers, and potential freethinkers.
We exchange newsletters with other freethought
groups and obtain information from many diverse
sources.
Readers are invited and encouraged to reprint
our original materials provided they give credit to
this publication. The officials of the FCFS are not
responsible for opinions or other statements
expressed in this newsletter. It is intended to
convey ideas to stimulate discussion on a variety
of subjects.
We welcome submissions. The deadline is the
FOURTH SATURDAY of each month for the
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June 2008 President’s Message
(Continued from page 1)

ference attendees, giving us an
overview of what would follow.
The theme of the conference, as
stated in its literature, was designed to provide a pathway to
the future for those of us who
share a common Humanist philosophy and want to work together to best utilize our talents
and energies to tangibly affect
the quality of life in Florida.
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who publishes in anthropology,
psychology, and philosophy in
addition to his biological research.

the health sciences are also ignorant of evolutionary theory because it has not been part of
their disciplinary training.”

Dr. Wilson presented a powerful lecture on group (multilevel) selection in evolution,
which suggests that evolution
can be applied to everyday affairs. From a biological standpoint, his thesis isn’t exactly extraordinary and he freely admits
it, quoting geneticist Theodosius
Dobzhansky who said that nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution.

That is where it gets controversial, because Wilson seems to
argue that while genes serve as
the pathway for an organism’s
design to be transmitted across
generations, individuals and
groups are the carriers for those
genes and both—not just the individual—are the stage upon
which genes do what they do.

I would have hated to follow
that lecture, but Alan Grindal,
M.D., of Sarasota did a great
job with his presentation,
“The Neurobiology of Human
Spirituality.” Dr. Grindal
literally dissected the brain
right in front of us (with the
help of PowerPoint). It was
an enlightening talk about
Jerry announced the
the human brain and the meformation of an evolution- Carrie, Dennis, Earl, and Mark in Sarachanical processes that shape
ary think tank. Yes, you
human thought.
Fortunately, Wilson doesn’t
heard that right, an evolutionAfter lunch, we heard from
ary think tank—the first of its stop there, but merely uses
Bill Newton, Executive Director
kind—developed right here in
Dobzhansky as a stepping stone of the Florida Consumer Action
the State of Florida! The HFA
for his Multilevel Selection The- Network. He spoke on health
will be the founding sponsor,
ory. Wilson states, “This grand care, the environment, insurcalling the project, “Evolving the synthesis (biology makes no
ance, and additional matters of
sense without evolution) did not equal importance to humanists
Future: Toward a Science of
Cultural Change.” The HFA will include our understanding of hu- and the population at large.
be convening a team of scientists manity, however. An intellecWe then heard from Alan
later this year to define and
tual apartheid has confined evoshape the think tank which will lutionary theory to biology and a Charney, Program Director for
USAction, on how to advance a
be heavily involved in contempo- few related human subjects for
rary multi-group evolutionary
most of the 20th century. Most progressive agenda for change in
theory.
policy makers are completely ig- 2009 and further into the future.
His lecture was attentionThe evolutionary think tank norant of evolutionary theory.
grabbing and compelling. He
will be under the direction of Dr. Worse, most people who advise
had a very thorough command of
David Sloan Wilson, the keynote policy makers within academic
the history of grass-roots change.
conference speaker and ground- fields such as economics, politiI was moved by his speech.
breaking evolutionary biologist, cal science, business, law, management, education, and even
Next was feminist mytholoJerry said the theme of the
conference was “Evolving
Humanism: An Agenda
for The Future,” but it was
clear that the creators of
this event were thinking
beyond humanism, beyond
Florida: They were thinking globally.
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gist and author, Barbara G.
Walker who spoke on “Death: A
Humanist Overview,” which was
a fascinating look at the many
cultural aspects of death and dying. She is the author of the
1100-page Woman’s Encyclopedia of Myths and Secrets. To
round out our Saturday, we
heard from Ronald A. Lindsay,
Vice President and General
Council for the Center For Inquiry. Lindsay spoke about the
legal history of state-church relationships.

June 2008

ist of the Year” award to Nadine
Smith, founder and executive
director of Equality Florida.
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all of our members and friends to
join the Humanists of Florida
Association. http://www.florida
humanist.org/. This organizaSunday morning ended the
conference with talks on starting tion has been doing great things
a Camp Quest in Florida and the in our state and is now branching out into our country! Please
celebration of Darwin Day, by
give them your support.
Elizabeth Spike; “An EducaI also want to encourage our
tional Vision for Florida’s Children” by Ralph Argen; and then members to attend more conferences. We need to get together a
a speakers’ panel that included
committee on how to car-pool,
David Sloan Wilson, Ron Lindshare rooms (if necessary), and
say, and Alan Charney.
do what we can to reduce the
The conference was great,
costs, so that as many of our
and I have to give praise and
The highlight of Saturday
honor to the HFA for having the members as possible can attend
evening’s banquet was the pres- vision to sponsor such a wonder- these brain-teasing, thought
provoking events.
entation of HFA’s “2008 Human- ful event. I want to encourage

NPR Corporate Sponsorship 2008 - SUCCESS!!
Carrie Renwick

I

am thrilled to report that
we have exceeded our goal
of $4,095! A trip to the
post office box yesterday
(Saturday, June 7) brought the
total to $4,090.50, but several
online contributions since then
have brought today’s total to
$4,165.50. WOW!
But should further contributions designated for NPR come
in, don’t worry that we’ll get too
much money! Any further contributions will be gratefully appreciated and will be earmarked
for the ongoing NPR Corporate
Sponsorship Fund.
Many thanks to our loyal
supporters who are keeping the
FCFS the powerful voice of reason that Florida’s First Coast so
desperately needs!

With their permission, here
are their names:

Terry Loucks *
John Mair *
Sue Malone *
June Applen *
Jeanne Nienhuis *
Fred Armbruster *
Bobbie Nord *
Robert Awtrey *
Julian Palacios *
Hugo Borresen *
Julie Palacios *
Tom Bowen *
Steve Peek **
Sigrun Buckley *
Beth Perry *
Joann Carollo *
The Pitts *
Shane Christian *
Carrie Renwick *
Earl Coggins *
Mark Renwick *
Michael Corbett *
David Royer *
Mike Drinkwater **
D. Singletary *
Jan Eisler *****
Tom Strickland *
Bud Emerson *
Wilhelmina Walton *
John Estes **
Karen Wells *
Earl Folk *
A Grateful New Member * Doug Ziemke
Several anonymous supporters
Fred Hill *
Richard T. Hull *
Joan Jacobs *
David Jaffee *
Gail Jones *
Gin Kohl Lieberman *
Ellie Lindblom *

The key to the stars:
Up to $100 = 1 star
Up to $200 = 2 stars
Up to $300 = 3 stars
Up to $400 = 4 stars
Up to $500 = 5 stars
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Bible Park USA
Sigrun Buckley

be rather slim. What I rememPerhaps
ber from my Old Testament Exe- the faithful
developer wants to
gesis classes (back in the day
and faith
build what would be
when I studied for my Masters
needing will
the country’s largest
in Catholic Theology), this mira- flock to the
Bible-based theme
cle was explained as a natural
park and
park in Tennessee, a $200 miloccurrence of low tides, drought, have their
lion, 280-acre, Bible Park USA
and rising waters. Scientific ex- faith reinproject that would bring in
planations of the universe have forced, but
much-needed revenue to Ruther- made ancient mythologies resome will no doubt realize the
ford County.
dundant. Many miraculous bib- hollowness that a modern replica
lical incidents derive from anof scenes of supernatural myths
Enterprising televangelists
cient heathen fables and folklore represents. What the country
and church founders have been
needs more are science museums
known to make money from be- that have been adopted and
lievers and followers. So is this formed into ongoing, prevailing in many states and science standards in Florida’s classrooms,
going to be yet another tacky ap- religious beliefs. Yet the
churches continue to lay claim to something the FCFS has been
proach to commercially exploit
the literary correctness of the
fighting for.
religious beliefs? That’s not
words of the scriptures, because
what the project’s developer,
The FCFS offers a forum for
their writers were inspired by
Bar-Tur, is going for.
secular humanists and freeGod.
thinkers to voice their opinions
“There’s a lot of people who
among both the locals and
would like to go on a trip to the What the country needs
Diaspora in the South. It
Holy Lands,” he says, “but only a
more
are
science
invites those who question
small percentage do, and that’s
the existing religious aumuseums in many states
because of time, money and
thorities around us. It profear.” He continues, “The idea is and science standards in
vides a community for likethat people could come to the
Florida’s classrooms ...
minded individuals who see
park and see a lot of similar
themselves as unchurched,
ideas and recreations that you
Another example for perpetu- i.e., who no longer identify with
would see.” Unlike smaller reliated
misconstruing is the story
a church they once belonged to.
gious attractions, the park would
focus on the historical aspects of of Adam and Eve, who to their
A Pew Forum recorded in a
eternal
shame,
ate
from
the
forthe Bible—not on ministry.
February 2008 survey that
bidden apple. A translation mis- Americans are changing their
Rather than roller coasters,
take that occurred when the Old religion or abandoning the belief
picture actors working in a Gali- Testament was translated into
lean village. That part is easy to Latin is still falsely interpreted. they were raised in. Hopefully,
this is part of a secularization
reenact. Instead of a waterslide, The scribes wrote “malus” (i.e.,
process such as the one currently
the project’s developer envisages Latin for apple) instead of
an indoor exhibit on the parting “malum” (i.e., evil) which makes underway in Europe and not just
of the Red Sea with water shoot- more sense. Even a freethinker a switch in consumer products.
Social justice, civic virtues,
ing into the air and the booming understands that man should
personal
freedom, and happiness
voice of Moses raining down.
refrain from tasting (touching)
in
an
open
pluralistic society are
evil instead of the obscure comThere lies the crunch. The
topics that humanists and freemandment not to eat an apple.
layer of historical evidence will

A
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thinkers are firmly committed to religious beliefs. Therein lies
and that do not require a set of
the challenge and opportunity
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for humankind to go forward.

The Florida Legislature and Freethinkers—So, How Did
We Do?
Curtis Wolf

N

ow that the 2008
Florida legislature
has completed its
session, let’s find out
how the bills listed in my March
2008 article “Bills Before The
2008 Florida Legislature About
Which Freethinkers Should
Know” fared. Of the eleven bills
that I wrote about, only one of
them was adopted by both
houses. That bill was HR 9021
which recognizes April 9, 2008
as “Osteopathic Medicine Day.”
Whether you like osteopathic
medicine or not, this resolution

will have little practical effect on back next year
public policy.
and will likely
Also, even though HB 401 (“I pass if their
Believe” License Plates) died in supporters can get
their act together.
committee, CS/SB 734 which
authorizes licenses plates with
the “In God We Trust” message
on them were approved by the
Governor. On step forward, two
steps back!

Unfortunately,
this is what
happens in a politically-driven
school system rather than a
market-driven school system. As
long we continue this one-sizeAs noted in last month’s
fits-all, publicly-funded school
column, the academic freedom
monopoly, we may as well get
bills (HB 1483 and SB 2692)
failed due to the inability of their used to seeing these squabbles
over science standards and
supporters to agree on how to
evolution rear their ugly heads
undermine the teaching of
evolution in public schools. It is in the Florida Legislature
every year.
assured that these bills will be

Letter from a Reader - Olive Garden
May 28, 2008
Earl, congratulations! Last night’s dinner was terrific! Great location, good room with good
acoustics that kept the noise level tolerable, our meal was delicious, and the event was quite convivial, as usual. From my perspective, you did a great job finding the right drinking and eating place for
the FCFS. No more suggestions will come from me. Way to go!
—Herb Gerson, FCFS member

Out of the Mouths of Babes!
Turned Into...
The Sunday School teacher
was describing how Lot’s wife
looked back and turned into a
pillar of salt when little Jason
piped up, “My Mommy looked
back once while she was driv-

ing,” he announced triumphantly, “and she turned into a
telephone pole!”
Good Samaritan
A Sunday school teacher was
telling her class the story of the

Good Samaritan. She asked the
class, “If you saw a person lying
on the roadside, all wounded and
bleeding, what would you do?” A
thoughtful little girl broke the
hushed silence. “I think I’d
throw up.”
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child blurted out, “Aces!”

Did Noah Fish?
A Sunday school teacher
asked, “Johnny, do you think
Noah did a lot of fishing when he
was on the Ark?” “No,” replied
Johnny. “How could he with just
two worms?”
Higher Power
A Sunday school teacher said
to her children, “We have been
learning how powerful kings and
queens were in Bible times. But,
there is a Higher Power. Can
anybody tell me what it is?” One

7

and all the Israelites were
saved.” “Now, Joey, is that
really what your teacher taught
Moses And The Red Sea
Nine-year-old Joey was asked by you?”, his mother asked. “Well,
his mother what he had learned no, Mom. But, if I told it the
in Sunday School. “Well, Mom, way the teacher did, you’d never
our teacher told us how God sent believe it!”
Moses behind enemy lines on a
rescue mission to lead the Israel- Being Thankful
ites out of Egypt. When he got
A Rabbi said to a precocious
to the Red Sea, he had his army six-year-old boy, “So your mother
build a pontoon bridge and all
says your prayers for you each
the people walked across safely. night? That’s very commendThen he radioed headquarters
able. What does she say?” The
for reinforcements. They sent
little boy replied, “Thank
bombers to blow up the bridge
God he’s in bed!”

Ongoing FCFS Activities
Dinners For Atheists (and Freethinkers, Humanists, Agnostics, etc.)
Sign up to attend or host a dinner yourself. Sign-up sheets will be at the back table
at the monthly meetings. For further details on how this works, see page 9 of the
February 2006 Freethinker (see website), or ask a greeter at the back table.

Secular Sunday Morning in the Park (or Atheist Sunday Morning)
Freethinkers… let’s get acquainted and enjoy intelligent conversation every 4th
Sunday of the month (unless inclement weather prevails) at 10 a.m. ’til ? at the
pavilion at Losco Park, 10851 Hood Rd., S., Jacksonville 32257, between Shad and
Losco Roads. Need directions? Call Beth Perry at 733-5489 or Google the address to
get a map and directions. Bring your own cup, breakfast snack and a chair. Most of
the time coffee is furnished. Mark your calendar and we hope to see you there!

No Atheist Left Behind (or Are You Going My Way?)
If you are seeking a ride to an FCFS event, contact Hugo Borresen at
HBorresen@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org or call 904-779-6883.

Caring Tree
If a telephone call to a member is in order, or if a sympathy card, flowers, or some
form of support is needed, please contact Nita Pitts at 904-996-0879 or e-mail her at
pitrymnd@comcast.net. If you prefer, leave a notation on the sign-in sheet at the
back table at one of our monthly meetings.
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Marching Over The Constitution
require me to keep my hair
short, march in step on occasion,
he harsh, metallic
and do 60 push-ups on demand, I
clang of trash can lids
was not beholden to express bebanging brought us to
lief in any god. I was joining in
consciousness at 3:30
the defense of a constitutional
a.m. sharp. Bleary-eyed, we
federal republic, after all, not a
stumbled out of our bunks as we theocracy, even if my Comwere called to attention in a new mander-in-Chief at the time,
reality. Some of us were barely George H. W. Bush, once asout of high school, others, like
serted, “No, I don’t know that
myself, had been out for years
atheists should be considered as
and been through varied educa- citizens, nor should they be contional and career paths which,
sidered as patriots. This is one
for a multitude of reasons, led us nation under God.” See
all to the Recruit Training Cen- (http://www.positiveatheism.org/
ter in Orlando, Florida, where
hist/quotes/scar_b.htm)
we would be transformed from
Nevertheless, during my
civilians into sailors. Upon the
nearly 8 years of service, during
commencement of our enlistwhich I earned two achievement
ments, we had each taken an
oath, “to support and defend the By their subsequent
Constitution of the United
actions to undermine
States against all enemies, forreligious freedom they
eign and domestic; that I will
bear true faith and allegiance to have shown contempt
the same; and that I will obey
for the U.S. Constituthe orders of the President of the
United States and the orders of tion ...
the officers appointed over me,
according to regulations and the medals and an honorable discharge despite my godlessness, I
Uniform Code of Military Jusdidn’t encounter much overt
tice. So help me God.”
To be frank, that last phrase proselytizing. True, I didn’t advertise my atheism, but neither
didn’t audibly pass my lips.
did I keep it a closely guarded
Swearing to God felt meaningsecret. The sailors and officers
less to me, yet I wasn’t brassy
that I got to know were of varienough to take a freethinking
stand over a few silly words. Oh, ous faiths. Several made a big
I took the part about supporting display of their devotion to Jeand defending the Constitution sus.
At least a few were freeseriously enough, and I underthinkers like myself. One shipstood the responsibility I was
mate told me he was a Mormon
undertaking. However, I also
after I’d made derogatory reknew that while doing my part
to uphold the U.S. Constitution marks about that sect’s tenets
during a friendly discussion
and defend the country as a
about beliefs. He was initially
member of the U.S. Navy may

Fred W. Hill

T

defensive but admitted that he
wasn’t an active
member and did
not know much
about the origins
of his family’s
nominal faith.
He was representative of many others I knew,
who claimed belief in God but
apparently only due to enculturation – they had adopted religious beliefs as their own without ever giving them much
thought. The beliefs were what
their family, friends, and other
people they grew up with accepted as normal. Still, no one
ever told me I would go to Hell
or otherwise got in my face due
to my lack of belief in god during
my Naval career. The military
culture tends to frown on nonconformists, yet I escaped hazing
despite not being entirely in
step.
Alas, not all uniformed freethinkers and adherents of minority faiths have been so fortunate. As exemplified by the
elder Bush’s quote, religious bigotry haunts the U.S. Military at
all levels. Here are a few examples:
General William Boykin
dressed in combat gear while
speaking to evangelical groups
in 2003 on the dangers of Islam,
which he equates with Satanism,
and berated the “godless” courts
of his own nation for upholding
the Constitution. Further, he
described his task, while deployed in Muslim nations such
as Somalia and Iraq as a United
States Army commanding officer, was not “simply to defeat an
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enemy force, but to carry Jesus
to the benighted.” (Garry Wills,
A Country Ruled by Faith, New
York Review of Books, 11/16/06
http://www.nybooks.com/articles/
19590#fn37). Boykin was defended by Secretary of Defense
Rumsfeld and retained in his
position until he retired.
On the other hand, when
Chaplain Don Larsen applied to
become the first U.S. military
Wiccan chaplain, after his previous Pentecostal faith withered
away in the wake of witnessing
the carnage in Iraq, he was not
only denied but kicked out of the
Chaplain corps despite an unblemished service record (Alan
Cooperman, “A Wiccan Army
Chaplain? The Brass Wouldn’t
Buy It,” Seattle Times, 2/24/07).
U.S. Army Specialist Jeremy
Hall, who also lost his prior faith
while serving in the U.S. Army,
was berated by Major Freddy J.
Welborn, who disrupted a meeting of atheists that Hall had organized in 2007 at Camp Speicher, near Tikrit, Iraq, exclaiming, “People like you are not
holding up the Constitution and
are going against what the
founding fathers, who were
Christians, wanted for America!”
(Neela Banerjee, “Soldier Sues
Army, Saying His Atheism Led
to Threats,” New York Times,
4/26/08). Welborn also threatened to bar Hall and other atheists from re-enlistment and
bring charges against them
merely because they publicly expressed disbelief in his god.
Former Air Force officer and
Judge Advocate General Michael
Weinstein nearly nipped his
sterling military career in the
bud when, as a cadet at the Air
Force Academy in Colorado

Springs, Colorado, in 1973, after
having endured much harassment and physical assaults by
anti-Semitic classmates, he
knocked out an investigating officer who accused him of writing
threatening letters to himself
(Keith Taylor, “Our (Soon to Be)
Sectarian Air Force,” Free Inquiry, Feb./March 2008).

Lt. Gen. William G Boykin
Thanks to the involvement of the
Anti-Defamation League, no
charges were brought against
Weinstein, the attacks on him
ceased, and he completed his
military education as his class
Honor Graduate.
Yet over 30 years later, he
discovered that his own son,
Curtis, was undergoing a similar
ordeal at the very same academy
solely due to his Jewish heritage.
This in turn led him to found the
Military Religious Freedom
Foundation to help protect the
Constitutional rights of service
members such as Curtis
Weinstein, Jeremy Hall, and
Don Larsen, who have been harassed, threatened, and assaulted
because of what they did or did
not believe about god.
Officers Boykin’s and Welborn’s very words exposed their
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profound ignorance about the
U.S. Constitution that they
swore to uphold, and there are
many more like them. For all
the extensive education provided
them at public expense, they
somehow graduated without being able to comprehend the
words, “Congress shall make no
law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of
the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a
redress of grievances” which
comprise the First Amendment
to our federal Constitution. Nowhere in that document does it
proclaim the United States a
Christian nation or require that
citizens must believe in any god.
Even if Boykin and Welborn and
other U.S. military officers and
enlistees who would force their
religious beliefs on others spoke
every word of their oaths with
great fervor, including “so help
me God,” they apparently had
little comprehension of what
they were saying. By their subsequent actions to undermine
religious freedom, they have
shown contempt for the U.S.
Constitution, as if it were a mere
scrap to be trampled underfoot
and thrown into the trash.
Clearly they need a rude awakening to the reality that they
took an oath to support, defend
and bear true faith and allegiance to that very scrap, this
nation’s highest law and basis of
the rights of all citizens and anyone who falls within U.S. jurisdiction, even Jews, Muslims,
Wiccans and atheists, not merely
Christians, and certainly not any
god.
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First Coast Freethought Society, Inc.
P.O. Box 550591
Jacksonville, FL 32255-0591
(904) 288-6291
http://firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org

Statement of Purpose
The First Coast Freethought Society, Inc. is an
educational, nonprofit, 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization dedicated to supporting nonreligious
persons in the Northeast Florida area and promoting a nontheistic approach to everyday life.
Meetings
The FCFS meets the THIRD Monday of each
month at the Unitarian Universalist Church of
Jacksonville, upstairs in the sanctuary, 7405 Arlington Expressway, Jacksonville, Florida 32211,
(904) 725-8133. Meeting time: 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Meetings are free and open to the public. Doors
open at 6:00 p.m.

Committees and Chairs
Program
Carrie Renwick
268-8826
CRenwick@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org
Audit
Roger Wenner
288-6291
RWenner@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org
Newsletter
Hugo Borresen
779-6883
HBorresen@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org
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FCFS Officers
President
Earl Coggins
519-1809
ECoggins@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org
l

Vice President Carrie Renwick
268-8826
CRenwick@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org
Secretary
June Applen
762-0627
JApplen@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org
Treasurer
Mark Renwick
268-8826
MRenwick@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org
At-Large
Steve Peek
742-5390
SPeek@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org

Other FCFS Appointments
Parliamentarian Wilhelmina Walton 642-8798
WWalton@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org
E-mail Secretary Carrie Renwick
268-8826
CRenwick@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org

Finance
Mark Renwick
268-8826
MRenwick@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org
Publicity
Carrie Renwick
268-8826
CRenwick@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org
Website
Mark Renwick
268-8826
MRenwick@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org

Membership
Carrie Renwick
268-8826
CRenwick@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org

Hospitality
Alice Ricker
745-1840
ARicker@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org

Telephone
Nita Pitts
996-0879
NPitts@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org

Long-Range Planning Curtis Wolf 573-3847
CWolf@firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org

June Social - Cocktails at 6:00, Dinner at 7:00
Where:

OLIVE GARDEN on Philips Highway, near the Avenues Mall.

When:

Tuesday, June 24, 2008 at 6:00 p.m. Proceed directly to our room
for the social hour, then we’ll order from the menu at 7:00 p.m.

RSVP:

CarrieRen@att.net (or 268-8826) by Tues. a.m., if you plan to go!
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First Coast Freethought Society, Inc.
P.O. Box 550591, Jacksonville, FL 32255-0591• (904) 288-6291
2008 Membership Application
Name

Date

Home address

City

State

E-mail address

Home phone

Business phone

Occupation

Areas of interest and/or expertise

Zip Code

How did you hear about us?
Membership level (please select one):
Regular ($30/yr.)

Carl Sagan ($50/yr.)

Charles Darwin ($200/yr.)

Student ($15/yr.)

Bertrand Russell ($75/yr.)

Robert Ingersoll ($500/yr.)

Senior - 65+ ($15/yr.)

Thomas Paine ($100/yr.)

Lifetime ($1,000)

Family ($45/yr.)
I’m interested in getting involved in the FCFS as a(n):
General member

Committee member

Officer

Financial supporter

Do you object to your name appearing on our membership list, which is only distributed to other members? YES
Comments:

You can make a lasting impact on the future of
freethought and secular humanism in this community
…if you provide for the First Coast Freethought Society in your Will.
Your bequest will ensure that the FCFS continues to be a beacon for freethinkers
on the First Coast and to remain a vital Voice of Reason in the Northeast Florida area.
Several options are available for establishing a bequest (specific, percentage, residual, or
contingent). We will be happy to provide the appropriate wording to you
and your attorney, depending upon your wishes.
For further information, contact
Carrie Renwick, P.O. Box 550591, Jacksonville, FL 32255-0591 or
904-288-6291 ● CarrieRen@att.net ● http://www.firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org/
All inquiries are held in the strictest confidence.

June 2008
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

16 Monthly 17

18

19

20

21

25

26

27

28 Newsletter
Deadline

15 Book

Group
22 Secular

Meeting
23

Sunday
29

24 Olive

Garden
30

Visit our website at http://www.firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org/.
(In the Adobe version, the links are LIVE! Ctrl & Click will take you there.)

Start your AMAZON.COM purchases
from the link on the FCFS Website
and help the FCFS!
firstcoastfreethoughtsociety.org

Return service requested
Jacksonville, Florida 32257
10653 Hearthstone Drive
First Coast Freethought Society, Inc.

